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SETTING: 

The entrance and sitting room in an old farmhouse outside Fredericksburg, Virginia at some time 
in the early Twenty-first Century.  Also inside a funeral home nearby, and later back on the ruins 
of the burnt estate.    

CHARACTERS:

JAMES JR., a white male 30. Scruffy. Southern. Looks a little lost.    
GARLAND, his brother, a Black man, closer to 40. Neat, well put together appearance and 
manner, very well-spoken with little Southern accent. 
JAMES SR., their father, a Black man who is right around 70. An impressive presence; an old-
school businessman who would be comfortable North or South. 
JANE, 30’s Asian woman from the South, very poised and professional. A lawyer in Northern 
Virginia (Nova), where lawyers are well-employed.
JANET, a white woman, particularly handsome, late 40’s or 50’s. Southern, cosmopolitan. A 
lawyer in Nova also. 
MONICA, late 20’s, a “mixed race” Black woman, student. Professional and vulnerable.    

.    
[LOGLINE: And interracial family grapples with death and loss on the stark line between 
gentrification and the rural past.]

SYNOPSIS:
In a farmhouse on what’s left of a once-great farm estate in Northern Virginia, USA, a family has 
just lost their mother, who succumbed to dementia and old age. She was white. Her natural son 
from another marriage, who is also white, is 30 and has been the caretaker for her and her 
husband, who is Black, for years. Their other son, also his from a previous marriage long ago, is 
Black. The time is now, or thereabouts. The forces pulling on the unraveling family’s members 
defy stereotype and cliché as they alternately battle and plead with each other to shape the future 
of the family – or are they repeating an entire country’s doomed past? By turns funny, tragic, 
poetic, unhinged, disarming, and armed - not entirely unlike the South of today - tickwitoos 
leaves the audience with many new questions, and plenty to consider about brotherhood… 
maybe even in a new way.



"'Brother against brother' is a slogan used in histories of the American Civil War, describing the 
predicament... of brothers fighting in the same battles on opposite sides, or even of brothers 
killing brothers over the issues.” – Wikipedia  



SCENE ONE

The living room of the family farm, Fredericksburg, Virginia. Daytime. About now.

JAMES JR., white male 30, enters the front 
door, carrying a covered dish. He is followed by 
his older brother, GARLAND, a Black man 
closer to his 40. They are in turn followed into 
the room by JAMES SR., a Black man who is 
right around 70. They are all dressed in suits, 
GARLAND and JAMES SR. seem comfortable 
in theirs. JAMES JR.’s fits less well, is 
somehow improbable, and he wears it with 
something like boots and an ugly tie. JAMES 
JR. sets the dish down.

GARLAND
That was nice of her.

JAMES JR.
She was always nice to us.

JAMES SR.
That’s right, Garland. Mrs. Finnegan was a good friend to Desiree.

JAMES JR. 
Garland had a crush on her. In what? High School or something.

GARLAND
Can you blame me?

JAMES SR. (SINGS)
I’m dreaming...

GARLAND (JOINS THE SONG)
Of a white mistress...

JAMES SR. (JOINS THE SONG)
Of a white mistress...

A general chuckle.

JAMES JR.
Y’all are crazy.
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GARLAND
Seems odd...

JAMES JR.
Without Mom to scold you guys for that.

GARLAND
Yeah.

JAMES SR.
Seems odd without her here. And it seems odd that it seems odd because she hasn’t really 
been here...

JAMES JR.
Two years now...

GARLAND
Two Christmases.

JAMES SR.
I feel like I should be getting drunk.

GARLAND
I think most of the county is still getting drunk at that reception.

JAMES SR.
Better not. She would say so. She was proud of all of us being sober.

GARLAND
Yeah. One of the last things she remembered.

JAMES JR.
Started raining.

JAMES SR.
Been overcast all day. Grey. Black and white-

GARLAND
Makes Grey. She always said so. 

JAMES SR.
Since you boys were little. You were just getting into High School I recall.
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GARLAND
Middle School, I think.

JAMES JR.
Seriously, y’all. It’s started rain’.

JAMES SR.
Middle School. About the time we started ignoring the Civil War reenactments and the 
parade downtown...

GARLAND
No such thing as a ‘civil war’ she’d say.

JAMES SR. Has wandered over to a window 
beside JAMES JR.

JAMES SR.
You know, I think it has started raining.

JAMES JR.
Toad you.

GARLAND
All right. You tell me about it. I still don’t like to look out that window.

JAMES JR.
The gentle rain falls on the dust outside, kicking up little volcanoes and making tiny mud 
spots where we used to play when we were little. You can hear the gentle patter and see 
the slanting grey lines form slowly beyond the tire swing we loved, slanting over the 
soybeans in the field you leased out to big agri-

GARLAND
Come on, now...

JAMES JR.
And the few trees left in the middle distance, the few left from the 500 acres you sold off 
are staring to sway a little in the late Spring wind. As the -

JAMES SR.
James, Junior -
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JAMES JR.
- as the people drinking beer around their barbecues all run to gather up their lil’ kids and 
run inside their ugly, olive-green cookie-cutter condo-boxes in what used to be our west 
field, leaving cigarette butts all about the -

GARLAND
Oh, man. Not today. I told you a thousand times, I thought it was the soybean people 
buying it up to avoid the annual lease. For God’s sake. Today? Come on.

JAMES SR.
I can’t quite picture you as a preacher in boots and a cheap suit. Where did you get that 
tie anyway? Let’s get that dish in the kitchen.

JAMES JR.
You gave it to me.

JAMES SR.
That tie? I did? 

JAMES JR.
When I was little. For church.

GARLAND
I guess that would have been about the last time you had to wear a tie.

JAMES JR.
Not a lot of call to wear a tie growing a garden to make you vegetables.

GARLAND
Not a lot of call you mean to wear a tie when you live in your parents’ house and you’re 
thirty.

JAMES JR.
If you don’t like it, you can head back over to your house, no problem.

GARLAND
Emphasis on my house. As in ‘I own my own house.’

JAMES JR.
On your daddy’s land.

GARLAND
Which I bought with my own money -
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JAMES JR.
Which -

GARLAND
Which I bought with my own money and have not developed into affordable housing for 
opioid addicts...

JAMES JR.
I -

JAMES SR.
That was supposed to be soybean fields and when the bubble blew up, they said it would 
be condos for office workers in DC.

GARLAND
I’m sorry that’s not what the judge said.

JAMES SR.
What do they know? Nothing about this land, nothing about what it means.

GARLAND
Nothing about what it would do to the value of my house next door, either. 

To JAMES SR.:

JAMES JR.
Mom always said she was gonna haul you up in front of a judge. When we was kids. 
Haul you up because -

JAMES SR.
Because it is illegal to tickle a woman in the State of Virginia. I know.

GARLAND
It should be illegal to live in your parents’ house after the age of thirty!

JAMES SR.
Now, listen -

GARLAND
The age of eighteen more like it!
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JAMES SR.
I don’t want to hear this right now.

JAMES JR.
Right! He don’t want to hear it. Because someone has to grow the damn garden, mow the 
law, clean the house, clean the damn toilets  - you gonna to do that, Garland? You ever 
come in here to help clean Mom before she went to the home? 

GARLAND
You’re saying it’s inherently good for you to live in your parents’ house at the age of 
thirty, or that it is an evil necessitated by your parents aging which can therefor be 
expunged in time?

JAMES SR.
Tickwitoos. My God, you’re talking about Tickwitoos!

JAMES JR.
What? He’s what?

GARLAND
Exactly.

JAMES JR.
Help me out here?

JAMES SR.
Tickwitoos, “The Civil War In The United States.” T. C. W. I. T. U. S. Tickwitoos! 
Garland, your brother does not see himself as a slave. 

GARLAND
Doesn’t he? See himself as an institution?

JAMES JR.
You going to clean Dad when he gets too old to do it himself?

JAMES SR.
No -

JAMES JR. 
No! Right. No, he did not and is not going to because -
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JAMES SR.
No! I mean no, I am not hearing it because you are moving out. You have to get out. Not 
tomorrow, not next week, not some time when you get a job, not when your social worker 
says it is OK, I mean now. Son, get your things together tonight and go find someplace to 
live that is not here.

JAMES JR.
What?

JAMES SR.
You have to go. I told your mother but she would not hear it, and then she was too far 
gone to hear it. She’s gone now and you go. It is doing you no good to live here and it 
never has. God bless her, but it never has.

JAMES JR.
Do you think I am going to commute back here to grow the garden?

JAMES SR.
I do not and have not needed a garden when there is a grocery store in walking distance 
and has been for damn near five years now. And I can still walk!

JAMES JR.
This is because I was her son.

JAMES SR.
God damn it, you are my son! You are James Grey, Junior. If I did not care about what 
you do - who you are - I would let you live on in your... delusion that you are somehow 
needed here. You are not needed here. I can get a, I don’t know, a maid up in here, I can 
get a lawn maintenance company, if I want to. If I want to I can park a pickup truck in the 
front lawn, put it up on cinder blocks and let it rust while the whole place goes to seed! If 
I want to!

JAMES JR.
And I get tossed out and -

GARLAND
That doesn’t sound like -

JAMES SR.
You, too. Go on to your hot tub or giant screen whatever you have over there and come 
back when I ask you to. Both of you, go. I need my time to be alone with what I have left 
of Desiree. I need a morning or two more to wake up and maybe think for a second you 
two are still tiny babies, or not even here yet because she has just slipped into the kitchen 
to make us some breakfast, just us two. Good night! Go on now!
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JAMES SR. has left through the door to the 
bedroom, as:

JAMES JR.
Dad, I’m sorry.

GARLAND
Dad...

Door closes on JAMES SR.’s bedroom.

GARLAND
Well, that’s that then.

JAMES JR.
Shut up.

GARLAND
Come stay at my place. At least, you know -

JAMES JR.
No, I can’t. And you know I won’t.

GARLAND
Is this about Mark? He’s on that photo safari until the beginning of the semester. I 
thought I told you that -

JAMES JR.
I can’t and I’m not going to.

As JAMES JR. walks to the stairs that lead to 
his room:

GARLAND
Jim. James Jr., Jimmy! Come on. This was bound to happen, this had to happen. And 
(BAM!) with Mom gone now...

JAMES JR. has slammed the door, and it sounds 
like he has grabbed a toolbox next to the door, 
taken a hammer and nails and begun nailing his 
door shut.

GARLAND (CONT’D)
What are you doing? You can’t nail the world out, man! This is not going to do a damn 
bit of good! Jim! Can you hear me? This is not going to change anything. And you need 
help. You need to go and you need help! God damn it.
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GARLAND exits the front door as JAMES SR. 
Comes back in. Night has fallen. 

JAMES SR. 
What the Hell is going on? James! What the Hell? 

He tests the door to JAMES JR.’s room.

JAMES SR. (CONT’D)
Son, what are you doing? I said what are you doing?

More hammer blows.

JAMES SR. (CONT’D)
Oh! Well. What a waste. (BANG BANG BANG) James! This is not civil! (BANG 
BANG) Alright, fine. (BANG BANG) Climb out the damn window then! (BANG 
BANG)  No sense in everything going to waste. 

JAMES SR. takes the covered dish and goes 
back into his room.
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SCENE TWO

Living room, morning. JAMES JR. is asleep on 
the couch in a ratty bathrobe. GARLAND enters 
the front door. JAMES JR. speaks while he is 
still asleep.

JAMES JR.
Tell the General I can hold my ground!

GARLAND
Is there any coffee?

JAMES JR.
What?

GARLAND
(Imitates JAMES JR.) Whaaat?

JAMES JR.
(Joins in the joke.) Whaaat?

GARLAND
Good morning. I said is there any coffee, General? Smells like coffee.

JAMES JR.
Hu? Sure there is. Good morning. I made coffee.

GARLAND
Why did you sleep in here? Do I want to know?

JAMES JR.
I did not sleep in here. I do service on this side of the line and I sleep on t’other. My 
domicile is there. I made coffee and breakfast here.

GARLAND
You... you climbed down out of the window. I mean that’s hilarious, but I can’t begin to 
think what you possibly believe this will do for you.

JAMES JR. Has woken up a bit more now.
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JAMES JR.
Hi-larius? Funnier than you using the same ladder to date Connie Longstreet in tenth 
grade?

GARLAND
Aw, yep. Connie. Yep.

JAMES JR.
Uh-huh. Until her daddy found out.

GARLAND
That. Uh, yeah. That was not fun.

JAMES JR.
Not fun?! I was the one damn near got run over when he tried to side-swipe you with his 
goddamn Camaro. I was the one got my nose busted in the lunch room pulling those guys 
off of you.

GARLAND
OK, OK, Black and white make Grey. I get it. That’s not going to help you now and I’m 
getting coffee so shut up... Do you want some?

JAMES JR.
Yeah. Thanks.

GARLAND exiting to kitchen:

GARLAND
I really don’t see why you need to be up at 3 in the morning to make breakfast for people 
who never get up before 7:30 in the morning.

JAMES JR.
That doesn’t stop you from drinking the coffee though, does it?

From the kitchen:

GARLAND
Whaaat?

Imitating GARLAND again:

JAMES JR.
Whaaat?
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GARLAND
I can hear you.

JAMES JR.
Eee cun hear yee!

GARLAND
Seriously!

JAMES JR.
Serrrssleee!

GARLAND brings in two mugs of coffee.

GARLAND
All right. Here. Do what you want. I wish your sophisticated sense of humor was going to 
keep you from getting kicked out on your ass.

JAMES JR.
Oh, no. My sophisticated sense of humor will help me laugh at staying right here where I 
am on my ass.

GARLAND
OK. It’s just not going to work.

JAMES JR.
Weekdays. I’ll have to charge extra for weekends.

GARLAND
Charge?

JAMES JR.
And there’s the question of back pay owed ta me.

GARLAND
Back.. Pay?

JAMES JR.
But that can be settled later. For now, things is all cleared up. This is the line. Right here. 
The door is nailt shut and that makes it a boundary. A boarder. I come and go, up and 
down the ladder for now but I am building a door and stairs. That’s the shared wall with 
my house. That side is my house, this side is Dad’s house. 
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GARLAND
You... want a house... because I have a house? I earned a house, Jim. I bought a house. 
Bought land, built a house.

JAMES JR.
Which you paid for, and I paid for mine in work and labor. Nursing Mom, making 
breakfast, growing the garden, on and on, all that - but no, that’s not it, you’re not really 
it/ you don’t really have anything to do with it. OK maybe 2 percent. 2 to 4 percent.

GARLAND
/Really?

JAMES JR.
You’ve got so see it in con-text, too. It has got to be acknowledged that con-text is a big 
part of this, but I want what’s fair.

GARLAND
Two to four percent and context. Two to four... Two to four percent of the Confederate 
States reasons for the Civil War were about Lincoln’s election, up to forty-some percent 
where called context for lack of a better word for their nonsense and more like three-
quarters of the reasons were the heinous practice of treating people like your brother and 
your father like animals, Jamie. You learned this in what? Fifth grade? Your father and 
your brother, literally!

JAMES JR.
And I love you both.

GARLAND
Love.

JAMES JR.
You just can’t interrupt my way of life. 

GARLAND
Love?

JAMES JR.
The manner in which I am accustomed -

GARLAND
No! You’re thirty years old!
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JAMES JR.
Exactly! And nothing has changed my way of life in those thirty years! But you don’t say 
no to breakfast, cowfy, I work and work, I live in my house -

GARLAND
Dad’s house.

JAMES JR.
As of yesterday! A hot dish from the funeral is cold refreshments for my going-way 
party! I don’t think so. Momma said so, and it was so, and now, no, suddenly, out I go? I 
don’t think so. I think you have a house, and now I have a house too, right through that 
wall, and you have a job and so on and I have always had a job. Right here!

GARLAND
Dad’ll take you to court.

JAMES JR.
What?!

GARLAND
Hey, but not me. I’ll be content to call the reporter back who was asking me about my 
brother.

JAMES JR.
Reporter. Sure.

GARLAND
Freddie dot com? Local sites have nothing to attract eyeballs except local gossip. Don’t 
take my word for it, take a look.

JAMES JR.
Nobody gives a good God damn about where I live. No reporter gives a damn. And 
you’re calling me crazy. That’s just - why would you even do that? I’m your brother! I 
made ya cowfy.

GARLAND
I’m asking a thirty-year-old who still carries a flip phone to take a look at the Internet. 
You’re right, that is crazy.
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JAMES JR.
It’s not crazy to love, Garland. I love a way of living that I’ve been living since forever. 
Since we were little, since Mom and Dad and me and you and sometimes a dog or a 
goldfish lived. Don’t call it crazy to want things to stay the same, damn it, when things 
the they’ve always been was about being loved.

GARLAND
Dad loves you. I love you. Why would I be here arguing with a man wearing a ratty 
bathrobe about to fall off him if it weren’t for love, Jim.

JAMES JR.
It is comfortable. And stylish! I think it has a unique style.

GARLAND
I think it never had style even when it was brand new in what the 70’s or something? That 
was your granddad’s? Or part of it was your granddad’s and part maybe used to be a 
jacket?

JAMES JR.
Our granddad’s.

GARLAND
It is for your own good.  Try walking around in that by the pool in any development you 
live in. You’ll get arrested for vagrancy.

JAMES JR.
I’m going to sell it in eBay and see what you say then.

GARLAND
Ebay!

JAMES JR.
See, I did take a look or two at that there Internet. Seriously, you’re going to turn me in to 
Topix? I do have a girlfriend, you know.

GARLAND
Topix? I’m not that cruel. There’s a Fredericksburg dot com and they want to know if the 
rumor is true that a thirty-year-old man is still living in his parents’ house. See if you can 
still get a date after that.

JAMES JR.
Garland, I can escalate this. I can demand that the court look into Dad’s selling that, and 
to you. I can call the DA.
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GARLAND
It was a real estate transaction. So what? 

JAMES JR.
So I can be looking into it when I get interviewed.  My brother may have applied undue 
pressure and irregular methods may have been used so I’m asking the DA to look into it 
currently -

GARLAND
There’s nothing to look into!

JAMES JR.
Goddam that there Internet though, hu? Nobody seems to care about, you know, 
truthiness I think I heard it called.

GARLAND
Fuck you, James.

JAMES JR.
Fuck me? I’m trying to live my life and you’re fucking tossing me to the Internet and you 
say fuck me?! Don’t fuck with me. What the Hell do you have to gain anyway? Who 
cares? Why do you care? 

GARLAND
Maybe I actually care about what happens you!

JAMES JR.
Horse shit. Pure horse shit. I know you. There’s something else, some kind of angle, 
some kind of screw you need to get loose to get what you want / you want to buy the rest 
of the land and somehow I fuck that up or something.

GARLAND
/Get real.

JAMES JR.
And Monica’s got a name, OK? A fucking name. She’s not the Prom Queen you tossed 
over to come out of the closet maybe fine but we have a real thing and you should not 
fuck with that. Seriously, what is your deal here?
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GARLAND
You don’t get to ask me a damn thing about anything. Dad wants you out, and instead 
you’ve nailed the damn door shut and declared some kind of pathetic bullshit teenage 
secession and you’re the king of this nonsense country in your head. In that robe, Your 
Highness! Monica? God man, that’s the most pathetic thing about it! Get out of here and 
get a life and maybe you will get an actual girlfriend!

JAMES JR.
Hey! I can bring Monica over here tonight for dinner! I cook everything here anyway - 
who you to say if I bring a guest here sometimes! What’s to say you won’t fuck that up 
too? All right. Fuck it.

GARLAND
Bring her over here? You going to have to climb upstairs through your bedroom window 
and blow her up first? You wanna borrow some scotch tape?

JAMES JR.
Wait a damn minute. What time is it? Fuck I have to get up there.

GARLAND
Late to visit Monica?

JAMES JR.
Haw, haw, haw. I have to teach US History, if you want to know.

GARLAND
What? Who the Hell wants to take US History from you?

JAMES JR.
Chinese students. I’m a native speaker. You know, on that there Internet. I’m not stupid, 
Garland, despite how you might like that, how it might make things easier for you. I see 
where this is going. I got to make some income streams and I watched every YouTube 
tutorial I could find.

GARLAND
You know, while you were watching YouTube videos I was getting an actual college 
degree.

JAMES JR.
I passed the fucking test and now I got to go and teach US History, good day to you for 
fuck’s sake!
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GARLAND
Seriously you’re making what seven cents an hour teaching US History to Chinese kids 
in front of  your computer?

As he runs out the door:

JAMES JR.
Fifty cents!
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SCENE THREE

It is evening in the living room. There is a 
colorful bedroom sheet pulled up over the 
broken, nailed-shut bedroom door. In front of 
this is set a table with a large, framed picture of 
Desiree Grey. She looks to be a kind, happy, 
senior caucasian woman. There is also a large 
label with her name on it next to the picture. It is 
obviously a leftover, salvaged from a funerary 
flower display. There is an odd assortment of 
some dining-table candles, knick-knacks, and 
Christmas ornaments arranged in profusion on 
the table. JAMES SR. enters from his bedroom 
door. He is well well-dressed, wearing a lighter 
suit and tie than for the funeral.

JAMES SR.
Desiree, my darling, my dear, my desire. What have they done with you, honey? I... that 
boy...

JAMES JR. enters from the kitchen. Same odd 
tie from funeral, no coat.

JAMES JR.
Dad! You came!

JAMES SR.
Of course I did. Who could resist a recycled birthday card invitation to dinner stuffed so 
resolutely under their bedroom door?

JAMES JR.
Repurposed.

JAMES SR.
OK, repurposed!

JAMES JR.
You dressed up! Thank you.

JAMES SR.
How could I not? The card said I’d be meeting your girlfriend.
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JAMES JR.
Yes. Monica. We’ve been dating. Time to meet the parents! Or, um...

JAMES SR.
Well, as close as we can to both parents I guess. And since we didn’t see Monique is it? 

JAMES JR.
Monica.

JAMES SR.
Monica at the funeral, I guess I want to meet her.

JAMES JR.
Thanks, Dad.

JAMES SR.
Will there be some kind of announcement at dinner? Is there some special occasion I 
should be prepared for?

JAMES JR.
Special occasion. Well, I don’t want to offer her Mom’s ring yet. I’m not saying I won’t 
want to someday. Just today, we’ve been dating a while and I guess I didn’t realize she 
could be taking it seriously , or, you know-

JAMES SR.
Seriously?

JAMES JR.
You know. I don’t do FaceBook and stuff. I didn’t. She didn’t know about Mom, I didn’t 
tell her about Mom’s funeral.

JAMES SR.
Were you just going to wait for it to come up in conversation?

JAMES JR.
I haven’t really talked about my family.

JAMES SR.
Us? All of us?
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JAMES JR.
I’m sorry! It was just something for me. We met, I got her phone number, we watched 
movies, I didn’t think it would be serious. I mean I didn’t think it was serious.

JAMES SR.
You had sex.

JAMES JR.
Dad!

JAMES SR.
I’m not judging. You know I have never judged you or your brother about that.

JAMES JR.
Yes. I mean no, you never judged us/ I know that.

JAMES SR.
/Then why...

JAMES JR.
We had sex. We have. We have had sex.

JAMES SR.
OK, so it could be serious. It’s OK. Things have been difficult with your mother and 
your... living situation. You want to make a change. You want to make things right. And 
in all fairness, we didn’t know about her, either. I mean I didn’t know about her until I 
saw her name written on a recycled -

JAMES JR.
Repurposed.

JAMES SR.
A charmingly repurposed Birthday card. OK! We start fresh! I’m all in favor of fresh 
starts! You have a big fresh start to make.

JAMES JR.
I’m just starting simple. Easy. One step at a time. I made a roast.

JAMES SR.
Jimmy, I love you but you have to take one step at a time out of this house or Federal 
Marshals will be stepping you out of here and I’ll be seeing you in court, not in my 
dining room.

JAMES JR.
Dad!
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JAMES SR.
I’m sorry but that is the way of it now.

JAMES JR. 
Can we please just not talk about it over dinner? I mean that step. You’re meeting her. 
She’s meeting you and Garland.

JAMES SR.
Garland will be joining us?

JAMES JR.
He’s my brother.

JAMES SR.
Indeed, he is. And there’s a roast?

JAMES JR.
Just like Mom taught me. New potatoes. Greens. Gravy.

GARLAND enters from the front door. He is 
dressed very well, but is not wearing a tie.

JAMES SR.
Speak of the Devil.

JAMES JR.
The very spiffy Devil! Thanks for coming. I mean.With everything.

GARLAND is somewhat taken aback by the 
display of his mother’s picture.

GARLAND
And Mom. Is kind of... Here. Too.

JAMES SR.
Meeting the family.

GARLAND
Meeting the family.

JAMES SR.
A big change.

GARLAND
Oh! A big change? OK, then...
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JAMES JR.
No. I mean not that way. Should I get sodas? I got Nehis from across the way -

There is an insistent tap on the front door.

MONICA
Hi, y’all!

JAMES SR.
Hello. Come right in. I’m James Grey, Senior: James, Jr.’s father. Please to meet you.

MONICA
Oh! Pleased to meet ya!

MONICA, early 20’s female, appears to be 
African-American with light complexion 
wearing a sophisticated but informal look. 
MONICA extends her hand and JAMES SR. 
takes it. (Old-fashioned manners dictate that the 
female extend her hand upon meeting if she 
wishes to shakes hands, which is not 
mandatory). 

MONICA
I’m completely under-dressed.

JAMES SR.
Not at all. We’re dining at home and I just came from a meeting.

MONICA
It was so sweet of you to invite me. And you are?

GARLAND
I’m James Jr.’s older brother. Garland. Pleased to meet you.

MONICA
A kind father and a handsome older brother. You have been holdin’ out on me!

MONICA looks at the impromptu shrine at the 
same time GARLAND does.

GARLAND
And... Our... Mother.
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JAMES SR.
We lost Desiree just last week. I‘m sure it is still a shock to all of us.

MONICA
And you’re Black. I’m sorry. I mean you’re Black, too. And James. I mean, James, Jr.? 
I’m sorry.

JAMES SR.
It’s quite all right. There are some things that just don’t change, and obviously yes, I am 
an African American. I understand. Desiree and I met-

GARLAND
Here comes the story.

JAMES JR.
I’ll get Nehis. None of us drink by the way.

MONICA
I knew you didn’t. One of the things I like about your son, Mr Grey.

JAMES JR. goes to the kitchen.

JAMES SR.
Here, please, let’s sit down.

MONICA
Kind and courteous.

JAMES SR.
When Desiree and I met, she had James Jr. He was just four years old. We laughed that he 
had my name. And I tell you we joked on our first real date that he might be “James, Jr.” 
someday, and be my son’s younger brother if we were married. And we were, just over a 
year later. Garland was eight. His mother and I had parted soon after he was born and I 
got out of the Army. And so that’s unusual, too - a man’s older son is usually given his 
name and the Junior added to it.

MONICA
Ha!

JAMES SR.
You know how people are. They’ll see us all and say something like, ‘isn’t that strange’ 
you know, right to our faces, or while we’re right there. So I always say, 
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JAMES SR.
‘why yes, now that you mention it, it is 
unusual for the younger son to be called 
Junior’

GARLAND
‘why yes, now that you mention it, it is 
unusual for the younger son to be called 
Junior’

JAMES SR.
...and just look at ‘em.

MONICA
Ha! Well I’ll be damned.

JAMES SR.
I can tell Desiree would have liked you. This, well, this display here is all just James, Jr. 
Missing her so much. It must seem crazy.

GARLAND
It is completely crazy.

MONICA
Aw. Maybe I came over too soon. I think Jimmy - Jim?

JAMES SR.
Jim, Jimmy. Sure.

MONICA
I’ve always called him Jimmy. I thought I might should say no since he seemed as 
surprised as I was that he asked me. Honestly, it was kind of cute.

GARLAND
No, we are glad to know you. I mean, you being here means Jimmy didn’t make you up.

MONICA
You think he would do that?

GARLAND
I don’t know what he has or hasn’t said to you, but he is capable of all kinds of things. 
Did he tell you what he does for a living? 

JAMES SR.
Garland-
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GARLAND
Not much! That’s what he does for a living. Not too damn much. And you know he lives 
here.

MONICA
Here, you mean in this house?

JAMES SR.
But we don’t know anything about you yet, either, Monica. What do you do for a living?

MONICA
I’m a Nursing Assistant now, but I’m in school and working my way up to Nurse I guess 
you would say, while I work.

JAMES SR.
Over at Mary Washington?

MONICA
Yes. Straight after undergrad. I got my certificate while I was still in school.

JAMES SR.
Excellent. Ambitious.

MONICA
I know it’s strange, but with those hours it is hard to have a real social life. I wasn’t really 
dating, I mean Jimmy and I are getting to know each other in a strange sort of order.

GARLAND
So you don’t know what he does, don’t know where he lives.

MONICA
I know he’s kind. At least I guess he got that from his daddy.

JAMES SR.
Oh, ho! Yes, Desiree would have liked you a lot.

GARLAND
It’s a new century I guess, but my brother lives with his parents. Parent. And this... 
display... is... She would have hated this! 

GARLAND walks over to the shrine.

JAMES SR.
Garland-
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GARLAND
This is tacky! What is this? Stuff! Dining-room candles? Christmas ornaments? It’s like 
some kind of  - I mean this is a child’s bedsheet!

GARLAND has pulled off the sheet covering 
the destroyed/nailed-shut door.

GARLAND (CONTD)
Oh, shit.

MONICA
I thought that kind of looked like it was a door.

GARLAND
It was the door to James, Jr.’s room. The stairs... There are stairs -

JAMES SR.
It’s an old house. There were servant’s quarters.

JAMES JR. Walks in with a tray of soda bottles, 
glasses, an ice bucket. It is a large tray and he’s 
made a big effort.

MONICA
What the Hell happened to that door?!

JAMES JR.
It repulsed many Union attacks!

MONICA
It looks like it was ripped open?

JAMES JR.
My room. It is the door to my room. I live here.

MONICA
That’s true? Jimmy, you never said you lived with your parents. Parent. And why would 
you door be nailed shut?!

JAMES SR.
It’s not as bad as it looks.

JAMES JR.
I brought sodas. Nehi Grape, Peach. There’s ice. We have ice tongs!
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JAMES SR.
Ice tongs! Oh my God, those ice tongs were a wedding present and I don’t think we have 
used them since.

MONICA
I asked what happened to that door twice now.

JAMES SR.
And I think you deserve to know! Go ahead and tell her, Jim.

JAMES JR.
Nobody wants soda.

GARLAND
Nobody wants soda from you.

MONICA
I’m educated, I’m working. You’re right, I am ambitious, and I am a female in charge of 
her own future and I’m getting that I am minor character in this drama. That is not 
charming!

JAMES JR.
You’re the most important character to me! Yes! You are the future!

MONICA
Why is that door like that, honey? That is scary! I don’t like this! I mean, all else aside, 
what is really going on here?

JAMES JR.
I nailed it shut when my dad said I have to move out. Like, now.

JAMES SR.
I did. It is for your own good. Its for his own good and / I think -

MONICA
No. Alright. /Maybe when you work this out. I wanted to give this a try. It was worth a 
try. I have to go. OK? It’s just not right. 
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JAMES JR.
It will work itself out. You are the first person I’ve dated who even came here. Who I 
even asked. I know it’s fucked up but isn’t hiding it more fucked up? Doesn’t bringing 
you here make it better?

MONICA
That’s not fair. It was nice meeting you both. Jimmy don’t call me again OK?

MONICA is headed for the front door.

JAMES JR.
No.

GARLAND
I’m sorry, but...

JAMES JR.
God damn it!

JAMES JR. drops the try and stares at the door. 
MONICA sees this as she exits, quickly.

JAMES SR.
Your mother loved those glasses! Clean that up!

GARLAND
What the fuck, Jim?

JAMES SR.
OK, just leave it. Get your things and get out. 

JAMES SR. Leaves to his room.

GARLAND
You nailed the door shut! You’re breaking things like it is some kind of war in here! Can 
you blame her?

JAMES JR.
It is a war. You can’t say it’s not a war. I didn’t break anything, you broke it. You took all 
of this away from me. Years of work, years of caring about you and this family. What 
kind of family has people in it who are better than other people in it? What kind of family 
kicks people out? This is a war and you all started it!
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JAMES JR. takes his mother’s portrait, pulls the 
table out of the way, and walks through the 
ruined door.
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SCENE FOUR

Dawn in the living room. JANE and JANET 
knock on the front door. JAMES SR. walks in 
with his bathrobe on and answers it. As he walks 
over;

JAMES SR.
Hello?

From outside:

JANE
Good morning, James. We found each other! Got here at the same time.

JAMES SR.
Come in. Good morning. Please excuse my state of undress and my confusion. Is there 
some kind of court action or order going on this morning?

JANE
Should we come back? Seven o’clock meeting?

JANET
Janet Pawling, James Jr.’s council, Mr. Grey. Your son’s lawyer? Please to meet you. May 
we sit down?

JAMES SR.
Seven... A. M. Yes, of course. Forgive me. Please sit down. I’ll get a chair, unless you 
would wait for me to change?

JANE
Of course you may, but you don’t need to as far as I’m concerned. 

JANET
It’s a very preliminary meeting. If this is a bad time, though, of course we can reschedule.

JANE
I have to get back to this morning Richmond but we can make it work, maybe later in the 
week.

We hear the toilet flush from the direction of the 
kitchen. JAMES SR. Is visibly uncomfortable. 
They all look at each other. JAMES JR. 
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walks in wearing the ratty bathrobe and eating 
directly from a colorful box of children’s cereal.

JAMES JR.
Good morning! Dad, my lawyer’s here.

JAMES SR.
Mine too, son.

JAMES JR.
Well, shit.

JANE
Jane Samuelson. Pleased to meet you. We can come back. I think there was some 
confusion about our meeting time?

JAMES JR.
Alright, I guess.

JANET
OK. Sorry... Um. OK.

JAMES SR.
No. You’re here. You came out and I’m undressed and my son who carries my name is a 
boob and what the Hell the damage is done.

JAMES JR.
Dad. I made you coffee!

JAMES SR.
Oh, God.

JANE
OK, look. This is why we’re here. With due respect, let’s all take a step back. We’ve 
talked and nobody wins if this goes to court. The whole point of us coming out to sit 
down is to let you work this out and let us call it a settlement.

JANET
If the court goes the wrong way, it could mean bad credit. Nobody’s heard about this... 
unusual case. Why let it get that far? You’re family, and if it goes your way that means its 
gone against your family member.

JANE
There’s been damage to my client’s, to your dad’s house.
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JAMES JR.
Plenty of damage to me, too. And it ain’t that bad. Nothing I can’t fix, like I fix 
everything else around here. Been fixin’ it!

JANET
It really will get complicated.

JAMES JR.
That’s what I got you for.

JAMES SR.
When was the last time you cleaned your room?

JAMES JR.
Yesterday, for God’s sake!

JAMES SR.
Like Hell.

JAMES JR.
Like Hell I did too.

JANET
Things do seem a little... out of whack.

JAMES JR.
Come up! You’ll see.

JANET
I don’t think we need to...

JAMES JR.
Seriously? You’re my lawyer. You got to be on my side. Come right this way and you will 
see that my home, the part I live in, my dom-i-cile, is clean. Come on now, you’re 
supposed to be on my side.

JANET
Fair, OK, that’s fair. Jane, we’ll be right back.

JAMES JR.
Alright. Cereal?
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They depart through the broken door.

JAMES SR.
Well. Can I get you some coffee?

JANE
No thanks, I got some on the way. James, I have the changes to your will here, too. Your 
youngest living relative is your heir. Is that what you wanted?

JAMES SR.
And I hope he sells it someday and moves to Bermuda. Honestly, there’s too much here 
and it’s all the past. For Desiree this was a home full of the memories of raising her boys. 
For me, the decades before that seem louder now. He can have it, I just don’t want him to 
never know anything else. It’s not right. What we have to do now is get him out. Once 
he’s been out in the world, he won’t want this any more and he shouldn’t want this any 
more.

JANE
It’s very specific, James. Your youngest living relative inherits the farm.

JAMES SR.
Clean and clear.

JANE
It is a little wrecked in here. He’s not stable. You know, I/ looked/ up/ his -

JAMES JR. and JANET come back in.

JANET
/My client has a concern that if he leaves here, the locks will be changed on him and 
prevent him from getting back in.

JAMES SR.
Great idea.

JAMES JR.
See what I mean!?

JAMES SR.
Stop eating my food, then. You want to eat child’s cereal like a child, now that your 
mother is gone and you have nobody to pretend to. 
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If that over there is your house, go over there and eat what you want! And wait until the 
adults get the marshals in here to kick you out, but you have to go.

JAMES JR.
Can I sue him for back pay?

JAMES SR.
Can I sue him for back rent?

JANE
This is not the time nor the place for any of this. I think we can agree.

JANET
We’re on your dime and the costs are only going to go up if you take this to court, so why 
not let us do our thing and see if we can work something out now.

An old-fashioned land line pone rings in the 
corner. All look at each other as JAME SR. 
answers it.

JAMES SR.
Hello. Yes, this is. Marshall? Yes, how are you. (pause/s for other side of conversation) 
Work crew? What kind of work crew? (pause) Huh. Do you know who it is? The work 
crew, whose crew is it? (pause)

GARLAND walks in through the front door.

GARLAND
Hello? (to JANET:) Good morning. 

JAMES SR.
Thank you, Marshall. I appreciate it. Let me call you back. (pause) Bye. (To Garland:) 
What exactly is going on?

GARLAND
I was about to ask you the same thing. Looks like a divorce hearing in here or something.

JAMES SR.
Jane, you know Garland. Ms. Pawling, this is my eldest son, Garland. 

JANET
Janet Pawling. Pleased to meet you. And Junior is... junior?
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JAMES SR.
Yes. And elder is building a wall around my property?

GARLAND
It’s a fence.

JAMES SR.
Maybe we should all have a seat. I think we can manage it if you grab another one from 
the kitchen, Jim.

JAMES JR.
Sure.

GARLAND
Leave the cereal.

JAMES JR.
Sure. (as he hands him the cereal) Who wants coffee?

JANE
No, thanks.

JANET
None for me.

JAMES SR.
None necessary. Thanks.

JAMES JR. vanishes into the kitchen. JAMES 
SR. Explodes in an undertone.

JAMES SR.
What the Hell is going on, Garland? I’m trying to get him out and you’re building a fence 
to keep him in? Marshal says the damn thing is fifteen feet high!

JANE
I have to remind you both that we’re officers of the court. If something illegal is going 
on, we have to take appropriate steps.

GARLAND
It makes complete sense.

JAMES JR. reenters. GARLAND sets the cereal 
box down.
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JAMES SR.
Sense?!

GARLAND
He’s going to run out of sugary cereal some time.

JAMES JR.
There’s enough. Y’all want some? I go three kinds in here.

GARLAND
His next move is to tell you he won’t leave for any reason because he’s afraid you’ll 
change the locks on him. Next move after that is to nail the door shut again, probably.

JANET
We can’t discuss any of this with you here present, Mr. Grey. 

JAMES SR.
How’s that?

JANE
Client privilege doesn’t apply if anyone else is in the meeting. Sorry.

JAMES JR.
So what? I can hold out here as long as Fresh Direct and Dominos deliver.

GARLAND
Not if there’s a locked fence and they aren’t allowed through it.

JAMES JR.
The fuck? He can’t do that.

JANET
Mr. Grey, you should have a lawyer of your own, but I think I can say this is very 
questionable behavior.

JANE
When you do get a lawyer, I’ll be the first to ask them why you think you can build 
anything on your father’s land.

GARLAND
I can because I have his written permission to do it.
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JAMES SR.
That was for the house, building your house over there. Garland that was - you finished 
building months ago.You had permission to run sewer lines, put in a temporary road for 
materials -

GARLAND
And to build a temporary fence around all adjacent properties. 

JAMES SR.
That was to protect your building materials as I recall.

GARLAND
I don’t recall. Doesn’t give any reasons in the letter.

JAMES JR.
You want to starve your own brother?!

GARLAND
There is plenty of food in the whole wide world. In fact, there’s a Subway right down the 
street.

JAMES JR.
The Yankees cannot do us any more harm than our own soldiers have done!

GARLAND
Not that again. I’m not speaking English as a second language and this isn’t YouTube, 
Jimmy.

JAMES JR.
You started this war.

GARLAND
Post hoc ergo propter hoc! Give it a rest. Lawyers? We don’t hate you because you are 
white, Jimmy. We don’t hate you at all. You’re thirty years old and you need to not live in 
your parent’s house!

JANET
Alright. This is getting out of control. We can leave. I don’t speak for her, but I think I 
can say that Janet and I can leave if nothing’s going to get done here this morning. Or you 
can give us a second - alone - to talk.  Janet?
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JANE
Absolutely, counsel.

JANET
We’re not going to the kitchen.

JAMES JR.
I am. I’m still hungry. I may need to eat to hold me a long time.

GARLAND
Oh, shut up.

JAMES SR.
Enough now. This is exhausting. I’ll happily retire to my room. When you need me, just 
knock. 

JAMES JR.
I’m in the kitchen.

JAMES JR. and JAMES SR. Head in separate 
directions, to the kitchen and bedroom 
respectively.

GARLAND
I’ll stay here in the border state. Sounds like it should be interesting.

JANET
We do need the privacy.

GARLAND
I’m not  party to this.

JANE
I think you have a work crew out there busy making you a party to this, Garland. Do you 
want me to get a court order to stop them? May we have the room?

GARLAND
I understand entirely. Bye now.

GARLAND steps over to the old landline 
phone, unplugs it from its cord, picks it up, and 
leaves out the front door with it.
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SCENE FIVE

JANE and JANET are left in the living room.

JANE
Some of this might be new material.

JANET
I don’t know. Half of being a lawyer is just listening to client and making them feel 
heard. 

JANE
Half of being a woman.

JANET
More than half!

JANE
Point taken, counsel. 

JANET
There is always judgement.

JANE
Yeah. We’re not going to pass the Bechdel test right now, are we?

JANET
Talking about men.

JANE
I don’t see much to talk about, do you? With all due respect, I don’t see how your client 
has a leg to stand on. We’ll get the gears of justice grinding and we’ll have a court order 
to get him out of here in the morning. 

JANET
Calling him my client doesn’t mean we’re not talking about a person.

JANE
Don’t you think it means in a romantic or fawning way, not a professional way, though?

JANET
That’s cutting it pretty fine, I’d say.
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JANE
The principle -

JANET
The principle is most often lost.

JANE
True enough. We’d be pretty bad lawyers not to know that going to court is a crap shoot.

JANET
Jimmy could come off as a money-grubbing sociopath.

JANE
Or a much-maligned adult child, the unthanked caretaker of a greedy man.

JANET
Toss in the brother, and that’s another way to go right off the rails.

JANE
Fast. Or God knows what else could jump in and complicate things these days.

We see MARGARET at the front door. She 
knocks.

JANE
OK. Hello?

MARGARET
Hi! Margaret Tanner, fredericksburg.com I’m here to see James Grey. Does he live here.

JANET
NO.

JANE
NO.

JANE
I’m sorry. Ms. Tanner. James Grey Sr., or James Grey Jr.?

MARGARET
Margaret. There’s more than one? Of  course.

JAMES JR. looks in from the kitchen door.
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JAMES JR.
Who is it?

MARGARET
Mr. Grey?

JANET
Jimmy, let me handle this. Ms. Tanner, I’m Janet Pawling, James Grey Jr.’s legal 
representative. Any questions should go through me.

JAMES JR.
Shit.

JAMES JR. ducks back into the kitchen.

MARGARET
Alright, then. Ms. Pawling, why is there a construction crew in the whatever driveway or 
road here? It looks like there are building a gate. Is that to keep someone out or in?

JANE
That would be a question for my client, James Grey, Sr. as this is his land.

MARGARET
James Grey, Sr.’s land? This isn’t Garland Grey’s land?

JANE
I’m not sure I want to comment on that right now. Mr. Grey would have come out if he 
wanted to speak to you.

JANE walks over to JAMES GREY SR.’s 
bedroom door as:

MARGARET
But you’ve spoken to me and you two are the lawyers for the son and father who I 
believe both live here. So what are they suing each other for? Who is suing who exactly?

JANET
There is nothing pending before the court at this time. You can go to the clerk’s office and 
find that out for yourself.

JANE taps on JAMES SR.’s Door.
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JANE
James? (pauses to listen) James? Could you come out for a second? (pause) May I come 
in, James? (to MARGARET) My client is obviously indisposed right now, so on his behalf 
I’m going to respectfully ask you to leave the premises.

JANET
You’re not going to get anything out of me, either. I think you should just go.

MARGARET
I’ve got plenty. My sources say that the son here is thirty and still living with his parents. 
Was that him? His dad and him both have lawyers talking about tossing him out? What 
are you doing here exactly of you’re not discussing two childish men having an insane 
inheritance fight?

JANE
You should go now, or it could result in charges against you.

MARGARET
Don’t threaten me. I don’t think I heard you before. Did you say your client Mr. Grey Sr. - 
Senior, right?

JANE
Yes.

MARGARET
Did you say that Mr. Grey Senior was the one who had ordered the crane set up at the 
gate to the farm here?

JANET goes to a front window as she says:

JANET
Crane.

MARGARET
Yes, crane. There’s also a truck full of some pretty tall what looks like fence sections. 
Wall sections, really. Care to comment? 

JANE
Still no, Margaret. And you really have to go now and I say for the second time clearly. 
Do you understand me?

JANET is still looking out the window.

JANET
Unless you drive a white Honda Fit.
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MARGARET
Excuse me?

JANET
I said unless you are driving a white Honda Fit and maybe are in the habit of leaving your 
keys in it?

MARGARET
What? Why?

JANET
Because one is driving away up the dirt road here, out front, right now.

MARGARET rushes over to the window as:

JANET
I drive a GTI, and that’s Jane’s Volvo I think.

MARGARET
Fuck!

MARGARET rushes out the front door. JANE 
steps over to a window.

JANE
You’re not serious.

JANET
That’s the dust you see still out there, hanging in the air.

JANE
Virginia dirt. Grey as ash and just as powdery. You could tell you were in Virginia if all 
you saw was red taillights through a dust cloud like that.

JANET steps away from the window, followed 
by JANE.

JANET
Bad habit, leaving your keys in the car.

JANE
I’d hate to speculate who might have just driven off in her car.
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JANET
And I saw she had her phone out, so I’m sure she’s calling 911.

JANE
A mystery.

JANET
I got almost no sleep last night, you know? And I am not a reliable witness right now. 
Could not really say if I saw a raggedy white man with an arm full of shit falling out of 
his arms in a mossy old green bathrobe just now.

JANE
No?

JANET
I don’t know but I may have. (calling into the kitchen) Jimmy? Can you come in now?

JANE
I believe I have a pressing appointment, so I’ll leave you to meet with your client. Let me 
just say a quick word to mine.

JANE steps over to JAMES SR.’s Bedroom 
door as JANET walks to the kitchen door. 
GARLAND appears at the front door and lets 
himself in as:

JANET
Jimmy? If you don’t answer back, I’m going to go now. Give me a call later.

GARLAND
I don’t think he’s in there.

JANE is at JAMES SR.’s door.

JANE
James? Are you decent? I’m going to come in now, OK?

GARLAND
I think I saw him driving off in somebody’s car just now.

JANET
I don’t know what you could mean, Mr. Grey. Please excuse me.
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JANE
James? (to JANET) Maybe he’s in the bathroom.

JANE says the following to the door again, then 
opens JAMES SR.’s door and slips through it.

JANE
James I do need to speak with you and I’m coming in now.

GARLAND
I will excuse you but I’m telling you:if that was Jimmy he’d better turn around fast if he 
wants to make a stand here. The work crew out there, my work crew, will have a gate up 
and most of the rest of the fence done in the next hour or two. I’m not fooling around 
here.

JANET
No one has said you were fooling around or anything of the sort, Mr. Grey, but the matter 
is for another time and place. Now. 

We hear JANE make a sound from the bedroom.

JANET (CONTD)
Jane?

GARLAND has made a step or two in the 
direction of JAMES SR.’s bedroom when JANE 
cones out of it quickly and closes the door 
behind her abruptly.

JANE
Garland, I’m sorry.

GARLAND
What’s going on?!

JANE
Your father is dead. 

GARLAND
What?!

GARLAND steps toward the bedroom door.
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JANE
I honestly don’t think you should go in there. There’s nothing we can do for him. 
Garland...

GARLAND has rushed past JANE, who then 
follows him as JANET pulls out her cell phone.

JANET
We believe an elderly man has passed away (pause to listen) I am on Gordo Station 
Road... Grey residence. (pause) Janet Pawling.

GARLAND steps back into the room.

GARLAND
I don’t feel anything.

JANE
You’re in shock. There’s nothing you can do.

GARLAND
I can do a lot.

GARLAND rushes out of the front door.

SCENE SIX

Late that evening. GARLAND enters the living 
room from the front door and turns on the lights. 
He is carrying the old landline phone, walks 
over to the corner, and plugs it in. While his 
back is turned, JAMES JR. stands up from 
behind the small sofa.

JAMES JR.
Setting up the command center?

GARLAND
What the Hell?

JAMES JR.
Good evening to you, too.
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GARLAND
Jimmy, Dad died.

JAMES JR.
So I heard.

GARLAND
Heard? You can’t have been hiding under there...?

JAMES JR.
On the police scanner. That reporter lady’s car had a police scanner in it. I guess she 
chases stories with it or somethin’.

GARLAND
How the Hell did you get back in here? I just spent a lot of money making sure this farm 
is harder to get into than some small prisons.

JAMES JR.
And I spent a lot of energy over the last two years building a tunnel into the basement 
while your house was being beuwt.

GARLAND
You mean while you could have been finding a job and moving out of here like Dad 
wanted you to.

JAMES JR.
How many failed experiments was I supposed to make at living on my own, Garland? 
Tell me exactly how many. Because I remember them all. Do you? Do you remember 
what happened when I tried to join the Army? That was a joke. But at least the recruiting 
sergeant paid for all the beers I drank along the way. Do you know that he got mad at me 
when I failed to qualify? Fucking asshole. I don’t know whether to go in order of when 
they happened or how badly they each broke my heart, Garland! And you stand there and 
treat me like I never even tried! I tried for fucks sake to sleep in a cabin with no heating 
in it at night while I worked off that apprentice carpenter bullshit deal you and Dad 
cooked up with that asshole Zeke down in Sunnyside. Freezing my balls off dreaming up 
ways I would keep warm when I got paid. But you had neglected to tell me I was not 
gonna get paid, was I? Paid by a reference as to my carpentry skills from that son of a 
bitch dragging me out to clean garbage off his work sites every day from the ass-crack of 
dawn? Yeah? Sit down and tell me how I can feel like even half a man after I tried to go 
to college and got what? Debts, my motorcycle stolen, and the clap. God damn I meant 
well, Garland, can ya look at me and say I didn’t mean well?! That I did not try? 
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Can you really say I needed to make another experiment living on my own to prove to 
you that I need your help? 

GARLAND
Dad’s body is in the morgue.

JAMES JR.
You mean the funeral home.

GARLAND
No. They’ll move it there in the morning. He’s stuck on a slab in the county morgue for a 
night because the police were called on his son for stealing a car around the time of his 
death.

JAMES JR.
Jesus Fuck. How are you going to put that on me?

GARLAND
You stole that reporter’s car and you didn’t even have the decency to stay gone from here 
when all Dad wanted was for you to leave, Jimmy!

JAMES JR.
I figured this would be the last place they’d look. What are you going to do about the 
funeral? Are they going to read his will?

GARLAND
We can read it whenever we want.

JAMES JR.
What?

GARLAND
It was in his desk. Clearly marked. I have to right here.

JAMES JR.
God damn I wish I still drank.

GARLAND
Alright. Sit down. I’ll read it out. There’s nobody coming in the gates tonight, even if 
they find that car you stole.
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JAMES JR.
Oh, they won’t find it.

GARLAND
You know, I look at you and I know you. I know you mean that and as much as I would 
like to tell you - I don’t know what, that you’re completely full of shit - that that’s 
probably true. Just don’t tell me. I don’t want to know.

JAMES JR.
Fair enough.

They have sat down. GARLAND opens the 
envelope and something about the size of a 
playing card falls out as he removes the 
documents.

GARLAND
What the Hell?

JAMES JR.
Lemme see...

Picks it up.

JAMES JR.
It’s a packet of seeds. A packet of forget-me-not seeds. They’re... blue.

GARLAND
Let me see. Wow. Dad.

JAMES JR.
You could plant them around your new giant fence.

GARLAND
Shut up. These stay with the will. At least for now.

JAMES JR.
And the winner is...

GARLAND
You know I really could call the police.

JAMES JR.
You want to hear what Dad had to say to bad to do that. You want me to hear it too bad, I 
mean.
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GARLAND
You have a point. Alright.

Unfolding the papers. It is not a thick document.

JAMES JR.
Thank you. I forgot to mention that time I tried to live with you and Mark in New York. 
Before you came back here, built the house -

GARLAND
Yes! You did leave that out. This is boilerplate, yadda yadda, in the event of, so on, OK. 
In the even of my decease - wait, what about Mom? No, this is new. This is last week. 
OK, Dad. In the event of my decease my property is to go to my youngest living direct 
descendent of my blood and union with Desiree Grey nee Myrtle and generations. This is  
a dig about me having kids. Damn.

JAMES JR.
You know, Garland, even Dad kept up with things pretty good. You know the papers do 
deliver out here.

GARLAND
I don’t know.

JAMES JR.
Yes, even Dad had to know you could have a child just as of his blood as I could the old-
fashioned way. Successful as you are. Great builder of fences and suchlike. By the way, if 
you have your boys take down the fence around my property that you had ‘em put up, I’ll 
make no more fuss about it. But I don’t want it up there keeping the deer off my land. 

GARLAND
You’re not taking any property with a warrant out for your arrest, Jimmy.

JAMES JR.
No such thing. That car is in her driveway with the keys in it. Hell, I filled it up with gas.

GARLAND
Like Hell you did.

JAMES JR.
You don’t know, do you? But you do know that will says this land is mine. His lawyer 
will have a copy too, so no tossing it in the fireplace. It won’t matter. 
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Maybe I’ll take up with the neighbors across the way and sell out so they can build more 
condos. Play their car stereos loud and whatnot.

GARLAND
You’d be destroying the thing you want most.

JAMES JR.
I can never have the thing I want most.

GARLAND
I thought you just got it.

JAMES JR.
A part of it, a piece of it maybe but not really. Don’t you understand?

GARLAND
Looks like you got the whole thing to me, Jimmy. Everything you wanted.

JAMES JR.
What I want is for us to be kids again, before High School. I want to know that you are 
my greatest hero. I want Mom to walk in here with a handful of four-leafed clovers from 
the front field, or some jonquils her momma’s momma planted in the side yard. I want 
Dad to read to me and teach me how to ride a bike that day. I want to fall asleep after 
chasing lighting bugs and not know who I am going to be, Garland.

GARLAND
I think Dad wanted you to sell this place and get out into the world.

JAMES JR.
That’s just never going to happen for me. I get to sit here and hope you don’t have kids 
and take the place back from me.

GARLAND
I can’t say the thought hadn’t crossed my mind, but how would that take anything away 
from you? Why would I want to?

JAMES JR.
You think you know what Dad wants. You always have. You didn’t even listen to what 
you read out just now. This all goes to the youngest blood heir of Dad’s - not me, not you, 
the youngest. You have a kid, that’s it for me. I can sleep in the damn barn, maybe, or be 
welcome to get on out to the homeless shelter.

GARLAND
All better than sleeping in jail for stealing a car.
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JAMES JR.
That the plan? Me in jail and can’t take this place while you get a child and come take it?

GARLAND
That doesn’t even make any sense. You literally just thought that up. The one thing you 
will never admit you need - you need help. Not just me, not even AA. Dad couldn’t do it 
and now he’s dead. Nothing is going to put this all back together, Jimmy. That’s not on 
me.

JAMES JR.
Oh, it’ll all get put back together nice and neat. And somehow you’ll end up just fine out 
of it. I’ll end up with whatever I can steal or what nobody else wants. A box of toys from 
the attic and an old shotgun.

GARLAND
The shotgun. I forgot about it. That was supposed to be mine.

GARLAND takes up the will again as:

JAMES JR.
The first-born son gets the shotgun, he always said. Seems like a shame for it to leave the 
farm, though. They’ve both been here together so long. That’s a lot of Christmases.

GARLAND takes out the will and starts to read 
as JAMES JR. goes into JAMES SR.’s room.

GARLAND
Shooting the shotgun on Christmas morning might be a good tradition to let go. Alright, 
there’s just a paragraph after the house. Rings, something to the Prince Hall Masonic 
Lodge No 61. We should call the Masons about Dad’s funeral. Here. Yes, he does say the 
shotgun goes to me. Nothing new.

JAMES JR. has come back in with a heavy, 
semi-automatic antique shotgun, circa 1910.

JAMES JR.
Pretty thing. No matter how many deer I take with it, I never will get used to the kick.

GARLAND
Put it down for a second. Did you hear what I read?

JAMES JR.
No surprise. 
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GARLAND
I don’t need take it this second. It should stay in Dad’s room for now, Same pegs its been 
on since that was Grandad’s study. Seriously could you put it down for a second?

JAMES JR.
Don’t you trust me, Garland?

GARLAND
I never said I didn’t.We Just don’t - the first thing Dad taught us was not to wave guns 
around.

JAMES JR.
Do you trust me?

GARLAND
Do you want to just wait on all of this until after the funeral?

JAMES JR. Takes the safety off and points the 
weapon at GARLAND.

JAMES JR.
I SAID DO YOU TRUST ME?!

GARLAND
I never said I didn’t, Jimmy.

JAMES JR.
DO. YOU. TRUST. ME?!

GARLAND
Fuck. You.

JAMES JR. 
Just go. 

GARLAND walks out the front door. JAMES 
JR. points the gun away.

JAMES JR. (CONTD)
Fuck.

GARLAND returns to look in the screen door.
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GARLAND
You know the police have to come now. Brother against brother. I will gladly give my life 
for a victory.

JAMES JR.
Tickwitoos.

GARLAND
Tickwitoos.

JAMES JR. Discharges the weapon, and pieces 
of the ceiling and doorframe explode out into 
the room. GARLAND leaves. JAMES JR. 
lowers the weapon.

JAMES JR.
Charge!
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SCENE SEVEN

JAMES JR. is asleep on the sofa. Morning. 
JANET taps on the front door. JAMES JR. starts 
up, awake now.

JAMES JR.
Shit. What? Who is - hey.

JANET
Good morning, Jimmy. You going to let me in?

JAMES JR.
Come on in, it’s not locked.

JANET comes in carefully. She has a bag.

JANET
Jimmy, do you still have that shotgun?

JAMES JR.
Under the sofa. It’s not loaded, either.

JANET
Let’s keep it down there. I need to talk with you, OK?

JAMES JR.
Sure, come in. Sit down. I can make coffee...

JANET
That’s OK. I brought you some. Milk and sugar, right?

JAMES JR.
When I can get it.

JANET
Here you go.

Hands him the coffee.

JAMES JR.
Thanks. Where’s the, uh, cavalry? Sounds pretty quiet out there. I guess I fell asleep.
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JANET
You mean the police? No police for now. Garland kept an eye on your front door and 
when it looked like you - when it looked like things had settled down, he called me.

JAMES JR.
So where are we at?

JANET
I need you to tell me that, Jimmy. Things are a lot different today, don’t you think? Don’t 
you think we’re at a different place?

JAMES JR.
You mean that? (looking at blasted doorframe/ceiling) Pulling the trigger? That’s 
nothing. I didn’t mean anything by it.

JANET
You didn’t mean anything by it, or you didn’t mean to do it?

JAMES JR.
I don’t follow.

JANET
I’m asking you to think carefully. Garland hasn’t called the police. And I want to tell you 
honestly that he had to convince me to come here and try to talk with you.

JAMES JR.
But you’re my lawyer.

JANET
I am, yes. And I am under no obligation to put myself in danger at all. Do you 
understand?

JAMES JR.
It’s starting to make some sense. You want me to say that I’m crazy.

JANET
Not exactly.

JAMES JR.
Then what?
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JANET
I’m not saying anything. I’m asking. Do you want to go in for some tests? Voluntarily. 

JAMES JR.
I just lost my mom, Janet, and I have to put my dad in the ground in a couple of days. Do 
you really think I’m going to test out OK right now?

JANET
What else can we do, Jimmy? You’re paying me good money to be straight with you and 
I don’t see any great way out of this.

JAMES JR. pulls a cheap gun bag out from 
under sofa and shows JANET that the ancestral 
shotgun is in it.

JAMES JR.
Just take him the gun, it’s not loaded. It’s what he wants. It’ll buy some time.

JANET
I think we might be past that.

JAMES JR.
I mean there aren’t any other guns here. He knows that. It’s the truth.

JANET
We’ll see what he says. Of course I’ll take it But I don’t think -

JAMES JR.
You know they can jack a house up and put it on wheels. Move it. Tell him I’ll take the 
house and roll it over onto the neighbor’s land and he can have this here.

JANET
The will’s been read, your father’s will.

JAMES JR.
I’m instructing you to ask him about that. This can’t last but I don’t know.  I’ve been 
teaching Chinese kids English online.

JANET
English?

JAMES JR.
Yeah. They’re going to have interesting accents.
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JANET
How the - people will think they sound stupid. They think we sound stupid.

JAMES JR.
They can change if they want to. Stephen Colbert did. Southern is the official accent of 
the US Military world-wide. Way things are, that might help them?

JANET
You want to buy some time.

JAMES JR.
So I said.

JANET
I’ll take this to Garland, the gun and some idea about moving the house. The lien he has 
on all of it is pretty extensive, but maybe the numbers will work.  Or not. It will take 
some time to see.

JAMES JR.
Lien? Aw, Hell.

JANET
Well, it’s been some time -

JAMES JR.
Just go.

JANET
Promise me there are no other guns in this house.

JAMES JR.
I said so.

JANET
And that you’re not  danger to yourself, either.

JAMES JR.
Duly stated, counselor.

JANET heads for the door as:
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JANET
Whats’ next, Jimmy?

JAMES JR.
Oh, I don’t know. I could lock myself in. Grow hydroponics, raise miniature pigs.

JANET
Don’t joke.

JAMES JR.
Tiny, tiny little hams.

JANET
I’ll be back. Or, I’ll call.

JANET leaves. JAMES JR. Takes a breath and:

JAMES JR.
I don’t know. Everything I used to do still makes me happy. I like to look at the cherry 
tree. Watch cartoons. The breeze sounds beautiful to me. Comic books, even the old ones - 
Hell, especially the old ones. I like to just look at the covers and remember the steel racks 
in the gas station they set up on. I still like to remember the smell of the gas station, the 
sweetness, the sugary smell. I like the country ham sandwiches with butter on plain white 
bread. I like my sneakers. The same ones I’ve worn since they were a Christmas present 
so long ago. New, bigger, a lot bigger, but the same. And I like them. I like to hunt, I like 
to fish, I like the sound of my parents’ voices. I like to sleep in when it is rainin’ and you 
can hear it on the roof at night. Does that make me crazy? 

JAMES SR. has walked in from his room. He is 
dressed well, possibly in a masonic apron.

JAMES SR.
No. Seeing your dead father talking to you, though...

JAMES JR.
I see your point. Being crazy must not feel crazy.

JAMES SR.
Being dead does feel like being dead, though.

JAMES JR.
I get that. I’m sorry for what I’ve done.

JAMES SR.
But not that you did it.
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JAMES JR.
How could I have been myself if I had not done the things I did? Failed to do the things I 
did not do? I wanted so badly to be better, but I never understood why I wasn’t good.

JAMES SR.
And maybe it was my fault to not see that the only thing you could do was to be you. We 
can’t change these things. Life goes on. And you do have that still going for you.

JAMES JR.
I’m alive and I see visions of my dead father.

JAMES SR.
You might not want to mention that, if you get that test she was talking about.

JAMES JR.
Ha. Yeah. You know I wish you could stay now, even like this, I wish you could stay. Go 
outside and toss the ball around. Or just sit.

JAMES SR.
I do know. But you can’t. This revery has done you no good.

JAMES JR.
What else do I have?

JAMES SR.
You’ll have to go and find out.

JAMES JR.
So you came back to repeat yourself.

JAMES SR.
Not a bit. I came back to rail at you and tell you that if you don’t do the right thing I’ll 
make Scrooge’s ghosts look like playtime compared to what I’ll do.

JAMES JR.
How’s that?

JAMES SR.
Don’t make me threaten you. I’ve said what I mean to say except that if you don’t do 
what needs to be done, this will not be the last time you see me.

JAMES JR.
And yet you know that all I want in this wide world is to see you again!
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JAMES SR.
You know what I mean. Hanging onto all of this has done nothing for you. It certainly 
hasn’t miraculously brought back your childhood!

JAMES JR.
As long as this is here, it is all I’ll really care about. I guess you’re kind of proof of that.

JAMES SR.
My point has been made. Good day to you.

JAMES SR. exits.
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SCENE EIGHT

JAMES JR. Has on work clothes now. As 
JAMES JR. stands in the living room, MONICA 
knocks on the front door.

JAMES JR.
Hi, Mon.

MONICA
Hi.

JAMES JR.
Come on in.

MONICA
Thank you.

JAMES JR.
Good morning.

MONICA
Good morning.

JAMES JR.
Didn’t think I’d see you again.

MONICA
I know. Me, too. I just... I don’t know. Things changed. I wanted to set my eyes on ya 
again. I thought if I did, I’d know.

JAMES JR.
Know? Here. Please have a seat.  Have knowledge.

MONICA
Yeah. See? You have a funny way of seeing things. It’s never what I thought it would be, 
at least not when I think it’s going to be bad. You say things funny.

JAMES JR.
Maybe I’m just not sure who I really am. The things I think are me, they must not be.
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MONICA
Where’s your dad?

JAMES JR.
He died. He’s at the funeral home now.

MONICA
Oh, no! I’m so sorry. Jimmy, I’m sorry for your loss. I thought I might get to see him 
again. 

JAMES JR.
You still might.

MONICA
How’s that?

JAMES JR.
The funeral’s tomorrow, I think. I don’t know. I have to ask Garland. He’s stuck with 
planning it. I guess I’ve dumped it all on him.

MONICA
It’s a hard time. Maybe I should come back.

JAMES JR.
You wanted to know something.

MONICA
Jimmy, I’m pregnant.

JAMES JR.
What? I mean, that’s great! Me? I mean -

MONICA
Yes. It’s yours. I wasn’t with anybody else.

JAMES JR.
You came by to tell me I could be a dad? Or I might be a dad? Could be a dad?

MONICA
Will be. There’s a bump under here. So... I kind of wanted to see what you’d say.

JAMES JR.
Me? It’s fantastic! I mean - fuck!

MONICA
What?
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JAMES JR.
The baby is great! That’s not what I mean. I mean, it’s great that you’re having a baby - 
our baby! That’s wonderful. What I mean is that I...

MONICA
Yeah?

JAMES JR.
I suck. I can’t have a baby and be the way I am. This is like stacking the odds against the 
poor kid. I gotta figure something out.

We hear the static from a PA outside.

GARLAND (OUTSIDE)
Jim, we need to talk. Jim, are you in there?

JAMES JR.
I should answer him, I re’n’g.

MONICA
Of course. Yes? Go on.

JAMES JR.
Thanks.

Stepping to the window. Raising his voice.

JAMES JR. (CONTD)
What? I mean, hello? Yes, Garland, I’m in here. Come in.

GARLAND
I need to know it is safe.

JAMES, JR.
Mon’s here, Garland! Stop this and come on in.

MONICA
I’m here!

JAMES, JR.
This ain’t no Appomattox Courthouse! Cut the bowlshit and come on in here, Garland. I 
won’t shoot at you.

MONICA
What’s going on?
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JAMES JR.
Nothing. There’s not even a - a gun in the house any more.

MONICA
You were never rough with me, Jimmy. You never hurt me. That’s part of why I’m here 
now.

JAMES JR.
What I want is to be the person I am with you, it’s just that... we were that close and I 
never thought you could be pregnant. Isn’t that a way of hurting you? I kept you away 
from my family because I was afraid the person I was with you wasn’t the person I was 
with them. That you’d see who I really am.

MONICA
Who and what hurst me is up to me, I get to say that.

JAMES JR.
Yes. Do you believe people can change?

MONICA
I’m not asking you to change.

JAMES JR.
But I have to change to be that child’s father, to stand by you. That’s not me. I mean, 
that’s the me I was with you. Or do a thing I know will change me.

MONICA
Then just be that way. Do that. I cared about you that way, I trusted you.

JAMES JR.
Yes, you did. It’s me who should be trusting you now. I want to ask you to hang on 
through some changes. They are not going to be pretty. I believe that I have to try and 
make it all work out, to fix all this, to make the future possible.

MONICA
The best way to predict your future is to create it, Jimmy.

JAMES JR.
There has to be some drama now, and I regret that. We are passing through one of the 
greatest revolutions in the annals of the world, our world. This can be the past to a better 
future. I have to believe that it can. I’ve got to admit that I’ve made the people I love 
slaves to my bullshit, my inability, my fear. If I can, I have to change that for us, I have to 
start that changing. Make it about us, not just me, for the child.
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MONICA
For him.

JAMES JR.
Naw...

MONICA
Yup.

GARLAND enters form the front door.

JAMES JR.
How do?

GARLAND
I have the gun. Cease hostilities until after Dad’s funeral, if ever.

JAMES JR.
If ever. I’m sorry if it’s too late to help with that.

GARLAND
I’ll let you know. Monica. If you’ll excuse me, I need to get a few of his things.

GARLAND moves toward JAMES, SR.’s 
room.
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SCENE NINE

At the funeral home. JAMES SR.’s casket is 
there, with a few things placed on it, including 
his mason’s apron. It is after the funeral. 
GARLAND is there. JAMES JR. enters.

JAMES JR.
Beautiful. Beautiful service. How you holding up?

GARLAND
All things considered? Pretty well. 

JAMES JR.
He was loved. I can see it now It all seemed like bullshit and conformity and empty, just 
shallow, but it was ways to show each other they cared. The masons, the church and all.

GARLAND
Or they may have liked his contributions to the plate.

JAMES JR.
There might be differences of opinion without differences on principle.

GARLAND
I grant you. Glad you made it. You did have me worried.

JAMES JR.
I’m sorry we couldn’t talk today until now. I was outside, it hit me hard Garland. Surely 
you can see that.

GARLAND
Fair enough. I was glad to see Monica was it? Where’s she? You two looked like a thing.

JAMES JR.
I asked her to drive on ahead to the Lodge and save some fried chicken for us in case we 
got caught up with some details. I said I’d ride over with you if that’s alright. Maybe take 
a minute here with him.

GARLAND
You’re the least able to keep something inside of anyone I know. Its rarely predictable 
what it is, but you can sure tell when it’s something. Don’t take up poker, Jimmy.
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JAMES JR.
He who would be no slave, must consent to have no slave.

GARLAND
Tickwitoos again? What’s bothering you, Jim? Dad would have something to say about 
the way you’re acting.

JAMES JR.
Oh, yes he would.

GARLAND
Well, then tell me. Or on the drive over.

JAMES JR.
Garland, I can’t think of a way to say what I have to say without you thinking it is more 
of the same from me, more pining over childhood, more about me, more trying to make 
myself at the center of things. But it is not. Or, if it is, it is only to make it so things are 
very different.

GARLAND
Tell me exactly what you mean.

JAMES JR.
I love you and I am done trying to hold on to a past I openly admit never happened.

GARLAND
Huh. Well, I need to get to know this Monica better, sounds like. Let’s get over to the 
lodge.

JAMES JR.
Just a minute.

GARLAND
You have never let this much time and space get between you and a plate of fried chicken 
in our entire lives.

JAMES JR.
I need time, Garland. And I need you to say you saw me outside before the service, in 
case it comes to that.
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GARLAND
But I didn’t. Who cares?  Jimmy, is this one of your stories.?

JAMES JR.
No, Garland, I swear to you it isn’t. Please let’s go to the lodge, eat and hear these nice 
people talk about Dad. Let’s find a meeting after together, OK? There’s the usual one in 
the church basement. Get a snack on the way home if we’re hungry again, maybe. Blood 
is thicker than water.

GARLAND
Black and white make Grey. It’s not just Dad is it? Or even Mom. Tell me what is going 
on.

JAMES JR. Looks at his watch.

JAMES JR.
I burned the house down, Garland. I set it on fire and we have to keep away from it.

GARLAND
What?!

GARLAND takes out his phone.

JAMES JR.
Garland, listen! It’s got to burn down! 

GARLAND
This is truly insane.

JAMES JR.
Hear me out. It isn’t, I swear. Hear me out. The old wiring -

GARLAND
Shut up, Jimmy. Just -

GARLAND starts to dial his phone as he walks 
out. He looks at the casket.

JAMES JR.
I’ll tell him! You’ll see!

JAMES JR. runs out of the room. 
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SCENE TEN

At the burnt farmhouse.

GARLAND
It’s gone. There was nothing I could do. By the time I got here...

JAMES JR.
‘The memories of the blissful moments I have spent with you come creeping over me, 
and I feel most grateful to God and to you that I have enjoyed them for so long. How hard 
it is for me to give them up and burn to ashes the hopes of future years...’

GARLAND
How does this make sense to you? Was I the North somehow and you the South? I’m not 
separate. That’s the whole point. This was one family tearing itself apart, not warring 
factions coming to blows. Besides which, Grant burned his way to the sea so this makes a 
shitty metaphor.

JAMES JR.
I need - I mean I needed to make a clean start. It’s so desperate and sad to cut off the past, 
communication with the past. I was so sure that if I kept things the same, they might be 
the same again someday. The same but different? Children running around here. I don’t 
know.

GARLAND
This was your inheritance, though. Now you have, what? Nothing. My lien is on the land.

JAMES JR.
Even that wasn’t mine. It was my son’s. But now he starts at zero.

GARLAND
Your what? Your future son. Your metaphor son? You have to get help. They will find out 
you did this. Maybe what I say isn’t proof but they will find it if I have to pay for a 
private investigator to find it and -

JAMES JR.
I do have a son, Garland. Or, I will. Monica is pregnant. She came back and she’s well 
enough along.

GARLAND
What the Hell? What are you going to do now? You can’t grab a handful fo stuff and steal 
a car.
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JAMES JR.
I know. China. I got a job to teach ESL in China. I guess I did pretty well online. Anyway, 
it got me a job actually over there.

GARLAND
You’re kidding me.

MONICA enters.

MONICA
I can’t believe it.

JAMES JR.
Yeah. Isn’t it great?

MONICA
What?

JAMES JR.
Sorry. I mean, it all sews up. The house is gone, Garland can sell the land and nobody has 
the house to bother with. Not me, not our son. He’s got a clean start, and so do I. So do 
we all if you come to China with me. They said I could bring family.

GARLAND
Jimmy, this is really insane. Literally -

MONICA
I’m not entirely against it.

JAMES JR.
Garland, every step forward destroys the past. If I have to live new, I have to live in a 
new place, have a new way of living. I’m not for running away from troubles, well Hell 
there’s nothing to run from now. There’s no troubles unless we make them once we have 
torn down our monuments to the troubles of the past. Keep Dad’s gun, Grandad’s gun, 
someplace safe and take it out and think about it when you want to. Think about us. 
Somehow something happened and I built up my idea of the past all wrong.

GARLAND
Like Reconstruction.

JAMES JR.
You said “insane.” Was John Brown insane for like fighting and dying before the war 
started? They sure have said he was insane since they wanted to make the war seem like a 
bad idea that the South should have won. But it isn’t. It was a stupid idea and a bad idea 
and everything making it seem good was a lie. It sucked growing up with you as my 
brother because I had to see what it was like for you as close as I possibly could. And I 
hated it. 
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I wouldn’t trade it for not knowing though, and I guess all along I was hoping somehow 
things would be written different for us, too ,if I could keep things the way they were. I 
never knew, I don’t know how to live here so I can’t live here. I do want hope for the 
future. Mon, I want you to come with me and we’ll make a go of it somehow in China 
teaching English. Crazy, maybe, but not insane. Don’t call it insane. 

GARLAND
You can see the steel springs from the sofa there. John Brown was killed in Virginia.

MONICA
I have a passport.

JAMES JR.
We have to think up a Chinese boy’s name.

MONICA
I was thinking of James Longstreet Grey the Third.

GARLAND
That’s hilarious. I mean great, that’s great if that’s what you want.

JANET and JANE enter. JANET has the gun 
bag from before.

JANE
OK. We’re ready when you are.

JANET
We asked the police to wait at the gate.

GARLAND
The gate...

JAMES JR.
The police?

JANET
This is yours, I think.

She hands the gun bag to GARLAND.

THE END
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